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Abstract
Let G be a graph. The partially square graph G∗ of G is a graph obtained from G by
adding edges uv satisfying the conditions uv =∈E(G); and there is some w∈N (u) ∩ N (v); such
that N (w)⊆N (u)∪N (v)∪{u; v}: A non-negative rational sequence (a1; a2; : : : ; ak+1) is called an
LTW-sequence if the following conditions are satis3ed: (1) a16 1; (2) for arbitrary i1; i2; : : : ; ih ∈
{2; 3; : : : ; k + 1};∑hj = 1 ij6 k + 1 implies
∑h
j = 1(aij − 1)6 1. In this paper, we will use the
technique of the vertex insertion on l-connected (l= k; k − 1 or k + 1; k¿ 2) graphs to provide
a uni3ed proof for G to be hamiltonian, traceable, 1-hamiltonian or hamiltonian-connected, the
su9cient conditions are expressed by weighted sums of the neighborhood intersections in G of
independent sets in G∗, where the weights are LTW-sequences. c© 2002 Elsevier Science B.V.
All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
In this paper, the terminology and notations not de3ned will follow [5], and we
consider simple 3nite graphs only. G will always stand for a graph.
Let t¿1 be an integer. Denote
It(G)= {Z : Z is an independet set of G; |Z |= t}:
Let Z ⊆V (G); and |Z |= t: For each i∈{0; 1; 2; : : : ; t}; denote
Si(Z)= {v∈V (G): |N (v) ∩ Z |= i}; and si(Z)= |Si(Z)|:
This is the concept of neighborhood intersections introduced in [8].
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Let G be connected and v∈V (G): Denote dist(v; Z)=minz∈ Z{dist(v; z)} (where
dist(v; z) stands for the distance between v and z),
Ni(Z)= {v∈V (G): dist(v; Z)= i} (i=0; 1; 2; : : :); and
n(Z)= |N0(Z) ∪ N1(Z) ∪ N2(Z)|= |{v∈V (G): dist(v; Z)6 2}|:
For k¿ 1, a non-negative rational sequence (a1; a2; : : : ; ak+1) is called an LTW-
sequence introduced in [6] (i.e., AS-sequence introduced in [4]) if
(1) a16 1; and
(2) for arbitrary i1; i2; : : : ; ih ∈{2; 3; : : : ; k +1};
∑h
j= 1 ij6 k +1 implies∑h
j= 1 (aij − 1)6 1.
Using this concept and the idea of the neighborhood intersections, many hamiltonian
su9cient conditions on degrees, neighborhood unions, and neighborhood intersections
are improved in [6,4]. Liu et al. [7] improves the results of [6] and gives the following
theorems: (In this paper, we always assume (a1; a2; : : : ; ak+1) to be an LTW-sequence.)
Theorem 1 (Liu et al. [7], Ainouche and Schiermeyer [4]). Let G be a k-connected
graph with k¿ 2. If
∑k+1
i= 1 aisi(Z)¿n(Z)− 1 for each Z ∈ Ik+1(G); then G is hamil-
tonian.
Theorem 2 (Liu et al. [7]). Let G be a (k + 1)-connected graph with k¿ 2. If∑k+1
i= 1 aisi(Z)¿n(Z) for each Z ∈ Ik+1(G); then G is hamiltonian-connected.
For v∈V (G), denote N [v] =N (v) ∪ {v}. Let {u; v}⊆V (G): Set
J (u; v)= {w∈N (u) ∩ N (v): N (w)⊆N [u] ∪ N [v]}:
Ainouche and Kouider introduced the following concepts in [3].
The partially square graph G∗ of G is a graph satisfying V (G∗)=V (G) and
E(G∗)=E(G) ∪ {uv: uv =∈E(G), and J (u; v) 	= ∅}:
G is said to be 1-hamiltonian, if G − v is hamiltonian for any v∈V (G).
The main results of [3] are as follows.
Theorem 3 (Ainouche and Kouider [3]). Let G be a k-connected graph with k¿ 2
and G∗ its partially square graph. If (G∗)6 k; then G is hamiltonian.
Theorem 4 (Ainouche and Kouider [3]). Let G be a (k − 1)-connected graph with
k¿ 2 and G∗ its partially square graph. If (G∗)6 k; then G is traceable.
Theorem 5 (Ainouche and Kouider [3]). Let G be a (k + 1)-connected graph with
k¿ 2 and G∗ its partially square graph. If (G∗)6 k; then G is 1-hamiltonian.
Theorem 6 (Ainouche and Kouider [3]). Let G be a (k + 1)-connected graph with
k¿ 2 and G∗ its partially square graph. If (G∗)6 k; then G is hamiltonian-connected.
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In this paper, we will unitedly prove the following new results by using the vertex
inserting lemmas introduced in [7] and referring to some idea and results in [3].
Theorem 7. Let G be a k-connected graph with k¿ 2. If
∑k+1
i= 1 aisi(Z)¿n(Z)− 1 in
G for each Z ∈ Ik+1(G∗); then G is hamiltonian.
Theorem 8. Let G be a (k−1)-connected graph with k¿ 2. If∑k+1i= 1 aisi(Z)¿n(Z)−2
in G for each Z ∈ Ik+1(G∗); then G is traceable.
Theorem 9. Let G be a (k + 1)-connected graph with k¿ 2. If
∑k+1
i= 1 aisi(Z)¿n(Z)
in G for each Z ∈ Ik+1(G∗); then G is 1-hamiltonian.
Theorem 10. Let G be a (k+1)-connected graph with k¿ 3. If
∑k+1
i= 1 aisi(Z)¿n(Z)
in G for each Z ∈ Ik+1(G∗); then G is hamiltonian-connected.
Clearly, Theorem 7 implies Theorems 1 and 3. Theorems 8 and 9 implies Theorems
4 and 5, respectively. Theorem 10 generalizes Theorem 6 and Theorem 2 for k¿ 3.
We have the following example.
Example. Construct a graph G as follows. First, take two complete graphs Km1 ;
Km2 (m1; m2¿ 3) and two paths a1a3a2, b1b3b2 with no vertices in common for each pair
of them. Then let Km1 join Km2 (i.e., each vertex of Km1 adjacent to each vertex of Km2 );
ai and bi adjacent to each vertex of Kmi for i∈{1; 2}, respectively. This resulting graph
is the graph G we needed. Clearly, G is a 2-connected hamiltonian graph and (1; 2; 2)
is an LTW-sequence. I3(G∗)= {{a1; b1; v2}: v2 ∈V (Km2 )} ∪ {{a2; b2; v1}: v1 ∈V (Km1 )}:
So for any Z ∈ I(G∗); s1(Z) + 2s2(Z) + 2s3(Z)¿m2 − 1 + 4 + 2m1 (or m1 − 1 + 4 +
2m2)¿|V (G)|− 1. G satis3es the conditions of Theorem 7. But neither of Theorem 3,
since (G∗)= 3¿2= k; and nor of Theorem 1, since for Z ′= {a1; a2; b3}∈ I3(G), we
have s1(Z ′) + 2s2(Z ′) + 2s3(Z ′)= (m1 + m2 + 2) + 2= |V (G)| − 2= n(Z ′)− 2.
Finally, we give a conjecture for the case k =2.
Conjecture 11. Let G be a 3-connected graph. If d(z0)+d(z1)+d(z2)−|N (z0)∩N (z1)∩
N (z2)|¿n(Z) in G for each Z = {z0; z1; z2}∈ I3(G∗); then G is hamiltonian-connected.
Therefore, in all the hamiltonian su9cient conditions uni3ed by Theorem 1, the
words independent sets of G could be replaced with independent sets of the partially
square graph G∗ of G. Furthermore, for all the known hamiltonian su9cient conditions
on degrees, neighborhood unions and neighborhood intersections using independent sets
of G, it is possible to get the same results by replacing the words independent sets
of G with independent sets of the partially square graph G∗ of G. Theorems 8–10
suggests that the study on other hamiltonicities of graphs may also be analogous.
Sometimes, by a slight abuse of notation, we shall use the same letter for a subgraph
(of G) and its vertex set, provided no ambiguity arises.
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N (v) and NR(U )=N (U ) ∩ R:
Each cycle or path of G discussed in this paper will be assigned an orientation. A
(u; v)-path is a path joining u and v having orientation from u to v. Let B be a cycle
or a path of G, {x; y}⊆V (B) (when B is a path, suppose that x appears no later than
y), denote by B[x; y] the oriented (x; y)-path of B (where the orientation was taken
from B), B(x; y] =B[x; y]−{x}; B[x; y)=B[x; y]−{y}, and B(x; y)=B[x; y]−{x; y}:
The reverse oriented graph of B is denoted by LB. Therefore, an oriented (y; x)-path of
B will be denoted by LB[y; x], and similarly for the others.
Let H be a connected subgraph of G: {x; y}⊆N (H)\V (H); denote by xHy one of
the longest (x; y)-paths with all its internal vertices in H .
2. The vertex inserting lemmas and the other lemmas
In this section, we always assume that G is a connected non-hamiltonian graph and C
is a maximal cycle of G (i.e., there is no cycle C′ in G, such that V (C)⊂V (C′)), and
H is a component of G−V (C). Assume also {v1; v2; : : : ; vm}⊆NC(H) and v1; v2; : : : ; vm
occur on C in the order of their indices. The subscriptions of vi’s will be taken modulo
m. If x∈V (C); denote by x+ and x− the successor and the predecessor of x along the
orientation of C, respectively.
For i∈{1; 2; : : : ; m}; if u∈C(vi; vi+1) and there is some w∈C[vi+1; vi) such that
{w; w+}⊆N (u), then u is called an insertible vertex [6] in C with respect to C(vi; vi+1)
(or simply say u is insertible).
Remark. The vertex insertion of [7] is slightly diNerent from that of [1], for the former
assume that G is connected and C is a maximal cycle, while the latter assume that G
is k-connected (k¿ 2) and C is a longest cycle; the former is working on a subset
{v1; v2; : : : ; vm} of NC(H); while the latter is on NC(H): If NC(H)= {v1; v2; : : : ; vm},
they will be the same. It would be convenience using the insertion of [7] to prove
Theorems 8–10.
A global insertion concept is introduced in [2], where C is assumed to be maximal
instead of maximum length.
In spite of there are some slight diNerences between the following Lemmas 1–6 and
the correspondent Lemmas in [7,9] or [3], the proofs of them will be omitted since
they are almost the same.
Lemma 1 (Liu et al. [7]). Let u∈C(vi; vi+1) for some i∈{1; 2; : : : ; m}. If all the ver-
tices in C(vi; u) are insertible; then
1. there exists a (u; vi)-path P; such that V (P)=V (C);
2. u =∈NC(H); therefore there exists a vertex in C(vi; vi+1); which is not insertible.
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By Lemma 1(2), for each i∈{1; 2; : : : ; m}, let xi be the 3rst non-insertible vertex in
C(vi; vi+1).
Lemma 2 (Liu et al. [7]). For {i; j}⊆{1; 2; : : : ; m}; if yi ∈C(vi; xi]; yj ∈C(vj; xj]; then
1. there is no (yi; yj)-path Q with all its internal vertices not in V (C);
2. there is no w∈C(xi; vj); such that {yjw; yiw+}⊆E(G).
Lemma 3 (Liu et al. [7]). If u∈NC(H)\{v1; v2; : : : ; vm}; y∈
⋃m
j= 1 C(vj; xj]; then
u+y =∈E(G).
Let XM = {x0; x1; : : : ; xm}; where x0 is an arbitrary vertex of H . Set X ⊆XM such that
x0 ∈X; and |X |= k +16m+1: X \{x0}= {xp1 ; xp2 ; : : : ; xpk} (where 16p1¡p2¡ · · ·
¡pk6m). The subscriptions of pj’s will be taken modulo k.
Lemma 4 (Liu et al. [7]). XM ∈ Im+1(G); X ∈ Ik+1(G).
A segment C[z1; z2) (⊆C[xpt ; vpt+1 ]; t ∈{1; 2; : : : ; k}) is called a CX -segment if
1. C(z1; z2) ∩ S0(X )= ∅, and
2. z1 ∈N2(X ) ∪ X; z2 ∈ S0(X ) ∪ {v+pt+1}.
A CX -segment C[z1; z2) is said to be simple if C(z1; z2)⊆ S1(X ).
Let (a1; a2; : : : ; ak+1) be an LTW-sequence. Denote -(X )=
∑k+1
i= 1 aisi(X ).
Lemma 5 (Wu et al. [9]). If there are . simple CX -segments on C; then -(X )6
n(X )− 1− ..
Now, we consider XM and X in the partially square graph G∗ of G.
Lemma 6 (Ainouche et al. [2]). XM ∈ Im+1(G∗); and therefore X ∈ Ik+1(G∗).
Lemma 7 and the proofs of some theorems in Section 3, will involve a graph G′ other
than G. In order to distinguish the notations such as N (v); N [v]; N (U ); J (u; v); Si(Z);
si(Z); Nj(Z); n(Z); -(Z) introduced for G, we will simply add a prime to the notations
with respect to G′. For example, N ′(v); N ′[v]; etc.
Lemma 7. Suppose that G′ is a graph; W ⊆V (G′) and G=G′ −W . If Z ∈ It((G′)∗)
and Z ⊆V (G); then (V (G)\N ′G(W )) ∩ J (zi; zj)= ∅ for each {zi; zj}⊆Z: Therefore
Z ∈ It(G∗) if N ′G(W ) ∩ J (zi; zj)= ∅ for any {zi; zj}⊆Z .
Proof. Suppose, to the contrary, that there exists some {zi; zj}⊆Z such that
(V (G)\N ′G(W )) ∩ J (zi; zj) 	= ∅: Then there is a u∈ (V (G)\N ′G(W )) ∩ J (zi; zj): Clearly,
N (z)⊆N ′(z) for any z ∈V (G): Since u∈V (G) and u =∈N ′G(W ); we have N ′(u)=N (u):
Thus u∈N (zi) ∩ N (zj)⊆N ′(zi) ∩ N ′(zj) and N ′(u)=N (u)⊆N [zi] ∪ N [zj]⊆N ′[zi] ∪
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N ′[zj] since u∈ J (zi; zj). Hence u∈ J ′(zi; zj) and then zizj ∈E((G′)∗); a
contradiction.
3. Proofs of the theorems
Proof of Theorem 7. Suppose, to the contrary, that G is non-hamiltonian. Since G is
a k-connected graph with k¿ 2, we may choose a longest cycle C of G, a component
H of G−V (C), and {v1; v2; : : : ; vk}⊆NC(H) (where m= k). Suppose that v1; v2; : : : ; vk
occur on C in the order of their indices. By Lemma 1(2), for each i∈{1; 2; : : : ; k};
choose xi the 3rst non-insertible vertex in C(vi; vi+1): Pick up an arbitrary x0 ∈V (H)
and let X = {x0; x1; : : : ; xk}. By Lemma 5,
k+1∑
i= 1
aisi(X )= -(X )6 n(X )− 1:
On the other hand, Lemma 6 indicates that X ∈ Ik+1(G∗), a contradiction.
Proof of Theorem 8. Suppose that G is not traceable. Let P be a longest path in G
which starts at u1 and ends at u2. Let H be a component of G − V (P). Since G is
(k − 1)-connected with k¿ 2, let {v2; v3; : : : ; vk}⊆NP(H) and v2; v3; : : : ; vk occur on
P in the order of their indices. Choose x0 ∈V (H): Denote by G′ the resulting graph
obtained from G by adding new vertices y; v1; w and new edges x0y; yv1; v1u1; v1w; wu2.
Then C =P[u1; u2]wv1u1 is a cycle in G′: Let the orientation of C agree with that of
P. We make the following observations.
(a) C is a maximal cycle in G′. Suppose that there is a cycle C′ of G′ such that
V (C′)⊃V (C): By the construction of G′, u2wv1yx0 or u2wv1u1 is a segment of C′.
Hence G contains a path P′=C′ − {y; v1; w} or C′ − {v1; w} which is longer than P;
a contradiction.
By (a) C is a maximal cycle in G′. Let H ′=G′[V (H) ∪ {y}]. Clearly, H ′ is a
component of G′ − V (C); and {v1; v2; : : : ; vk}⊆NC(H ′). (We refer G′ and k as G and
m in Section 2, respectively.) By Lemma 1(2), for each i∈{1; 2; : : : ; k}, choose xi the
3rst non-insertible vertex in C(vi; vi+1). Set X = {x0; x1; : : : ; xk}.
Without loss of generality, we can assume that x1 = u1. Otherwise, by Lemma
1(1), there is an (x1; v1)-path Q (i.e., Q is the resulting path of inserting C[u1; x1)
into C[x1; v1]) satis3es V (Q)=V (C). By the construction of G′; |Q[x1; u2]|= |P|, and
Q[x1; u2]⊆V (G). Therefore, one can choose the path Q[x1; u2] instead of P and repeat
the steps above.
(b) X ⊆V (G): In fact, X \{xk}⊆V (G). It remains to show xk ∈V (G). If not, all ver-
tices of C(vk ; u2] would be insertible and xk =w. By Lemma 1(1), there is a (w; vk)-path
P′ such that V (P′)=V (C): By the construction of G′, wv1u1 is a segment of P′. There
exists an x′0 ∈NH (vk); and P′[u1; vk ]x′0 is a path in G longer than P, a contradiction.
(c) xiu2 =∈E(G); for any i∈{0; 1; : : : ; k − 1}. Clearly, x0u2 =∈E(G). Suppose that
there is an i∈{1; : : : ; k − 1}; such that xiu2 ∈E(G). Then by Lemma 1(1), there is
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a (xi; vi)-path Q satisfying V (Q)=V (C). By the construction of G′; P′=Q[v+k ; u2]
Q[xi; vk)vkHvi LQ(viu1] is a path in G longer than P, a contradiction.
(d) X ∈ Ik+1(G∗). In fact, X ∈ Ik+1((G′)∗) and X ⊆V (G) by Lemma 6 and (b).
From the construction of G′; N ′G({v1; w; y})= {x0; u1; u2}. By (c), u2 ∈ S0(X )∪ S1(X ).
Clearly, u1 = x1; x0 ∈ S0(X ): Thus {u1; u2; x0} ∩ J (xi; xj)= ∅ for any {xi; xj}⊆X . Thus
(d) follows from Lemma 7.
By the construction of G′; y∈N ′(x0) and x1 = u1, therefore s1(X ) + 26 s′1(X )
6 s1(X ) + 3. And we have S ′i (X )= Si(X ) for any i∈{2; 3; : : : ; k + 1}; {y; v1; w}⊆
N ′1(X )∪N ′2(X ); and (N ′0(X )∪N ′1(X )∪N ′2(X ))∩V (G)=N0(X )∪N1(X )∪N2(X ): Then
n′(X )= n(X ) + 3. Let s′1(X )= s1(X ) + q (q∈{2; 3}) and . be the number of simple
CX-segments. We break into two cases to show that .+ q¿ 4.
Case 1: q=3. Then xk = u2 and C[xk ; u1) is a simple CX-segment. Therefore . +
q¿ 1 + 3=4.
Case 2: q=2. Then xk 	= u2. Clearly, C[w; u1) is a simple CX-segment. If u2xk ∈E(G);
then u2 ∈ S1(X ) by (c). Let z ∈C[xk ; u2) be the last vertex in S0(X ). By Lemmas 2(2)
and 3, C[z; w) is a simple CX-segment. If u2xk =∈E(G); then u2 ∈ S0(X ) by (c). Let
z−1 ∈C(xk ; u2) be the last vertex not in S0(X ). Then C[z1; z+1 ) is a simple CX-segment.
For all these situations, we have .¿ 2. Thus .+ q¿ 4.
Noting that .+q¿ 4 and (1; a2; a3; : : : ; ak+1) is also an LTW-sequence, by Lemma 5,
k+1∑
i= 1
aisi(X ) 6 s1(X ) +
k+1∑
i= 2




= -′(X )− q6 n′(X )− 1− .− q6 n(X ) + 3− 1− 4
= n(X )− 2:
But by (d), X ∈ Ik+1(G∗), a contradiction.
Proof of Theorem 9. Suppose that there exists a w∈V (G) such that G′=G − w is
non-hamiltonian. Choose a cycle C of G′ such that
(i) |NC(w)| is maximum; and
(ii) subject to (i), C is maximal.
Let H be a component of G′−V (C); and NC(H)= {v1; v2; : : : ; vm} with the convention
that v1; v2; : : : ; vm occur on C in the order of their indices. Since G is (k+1)-connected,
m¿ k. By Lemma 1(2), set xi as the 3rst non-insertible vertex in C(vi; vi+1) for each
i∈{1; 2; : : : ; m}: Let XM = {x0; x1; : : : ; xm}, where x0 is an arbitrary vertex of H . The
last contradiction will follow from the claims below.
Claim 1. There is no X ⊆XM ; such that x0 ∈X and X ∈ Ik+1(G∗). Therefore
XM =∈ Im+1(G∗). Suppose that there is an X ⊆XM such that x0 ∈X and X ∈ Ik+1(G∗).
Since G′=G − w; there is some q∈{0; 1; : : : ; k + 1} such that w∈ Sq(X ). Then
sq(X )= s′q(X ) + 1; and si(X )= s
′
i(X ) for each i∈{0; 1; : : : ; k + 1}\{q}. Let n(X )=
n′(X ) + 1; where 1∈{0; 1; : : :}. Clearly; 1¿ 1 if q 	=0. By the de=nition of LTW-
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sequence; ai6 2 for each i∈{1; 2; : : : ; k + 1}. Then we obtain the following contra-
diction by Lemma 5
k+1∑
i= 1
aisi(X )= -(X )6 -′(X ) + 1 + 16 n′(X ) + 1= n(X ):
Claim 2. If there is some {xl; xl′}⊆XM such that J (xl; xl′) 	= ∅; then J (xl; xl′)= {w};
and XM\{xl}∈ Im(G∗).
We prove this claim by contradiction.
Suppose that J (xl; xl′) 	= {w}. Then there is some u∈ J (xl; xl′) ∩ V (G′). Thus
u∈N ′(xl)∩N ′(xl′) and N ′(u)⊆(N [xl]∪N [xl′ ])\{w}=N ′[xl]∪N ′[xl′ ]. So u∈ J ′(xl; xl′),
contradicting Lemma 6.
Suppose that XM\{xl} =∈ Im(G∗): Then there is some {xi; xj}⊆XM\{xl} such that
J (xi; xj) 	= ∅. Also J (xl; xl′) 	= ∅. Thus J (xi; xj)= J (xl; xl′)= {w}. So, it is easy to see
that xl ∈N (xi) ∪ N (xj), contradicting Lemma 4.
Claim 3. m= k.
Suppose that m¿ k + 1. By Claims 1 and 2, there is an l∈{1; 2; : : : ; m} such that
XM\{xl}∈ Im(G∗); contradicting Claim 1.
Claim 4. XM\{x0}∈ Ik(G∗).
Suppose that XM\{x0} =∈ Ik(G∗). By Claim 2, there is some {i; j}⊆{1; 2; : : : ; m} such
that J (xi; xj)= {w}. By Lemma 1(2), w =∈N (H) (otherwise, there is some y∈NH (w)⊆
(N [xi] ∪ N [xj]), a contradiction). Thus m¿ k + 1 since G is (k + 1)-connected, con-
tradicting Claim 3.
By the above claims and the proof in [3] of Theorem 5, we have the following
claim.
Claim 5. There exists a cycle C′ in G′ such that |NC′(w)|¿|NC(w)|.
This contradicts the choice of C in G′.
Proof of Theorem 10. Suppose that graph G satis3es the conditions but is not
hamiltonian-connected. Then, there is some {u1; u2}⊆V (G), G contains no (u1; u2)-
hamiltonian-path. By Theorem 9, there is a hamiltonian cycle C′ in G − u2. Choose
an orientation of C′. Let C′(u′2; u1)∩N (u2)= ∅ and u′2 ∈N (u2). Then the (u1; u2)-path
C′[u1; u′2]u2 contains the set N (u2). Thus, one can choose a (u1; u2)-path P such that
(i) V (P)⊇N (u2);
(ii) subject to (i), |NP(u1)| is maximum;
(iii) subject to (i), (ii), P is maximal.
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Let H be a component of G − V (P). Noting that G is (k + 1)-connected, along the
orientation of P; choose m vertices v1; v2; : : : ; vm on P such that {v1; v2; : : : ; vm}=NP(H).
Now m¿ k + 1. By (i), vm 	= u2.
Add a new vertex w and two new edges u1w; u2w to G and denote by G′ the
resulting graph. It is easy to see from (iii) that C =P[u1; u2]wu1 is a maximal but
not hamiltonian cycle of G′. Let the orientation of C agree with that of P. Note that
if w =∈C[u; v], we have C[u; v] =P[u; v] and the similar arguments for C(u; v]; C[u; v)
and C(u; v). Clearly, H is a component of G′ − V (C) satisfying V (C)⊇N ′(u2). By
Lemma 1(2), set xi as the 3rst non-insertible vertex in C(vi; vi+1); i∈{1; 2; : : : ; m}:
Let XM = {x0; x1; : : : ; xm}, where x0 is an arbitary vertex of V (H). By Lemma 6,
XM ∈ Im+1((G′)∗).
Summarize the arguments above, we have the following claim:
Claim 0. (1) N (u2)⊆V (P); (2) x0 is arbitarily chosen in V (H); (3) m¿ k + 1;
(4) vm 	= u2.
Claim 1. There is no X ⊆XM ; such that x0 ∈X and X ∈ Ik+1(G∗). Therefore
XM =∈ Im+1(G∗).
Suppose there is some X ⊆XM ; such that x0 ∈X and X ∈ Ik+1(G∗). By the con-
struction of G′, n′(X )6 n(X ) + 1; and w∈ S ′0(X ) ∪ S ′1(X ). Thus s1(X )6 s′1(X ); and








′(X )6 n′(X )− 16 n(X ):
Claim 2. For each i∈{1; 2; : : : ; m}; no vertices in C(vi; xi)=P(vi; xi) could be inserted
into C[u2; u1]= u2wu1 in G′.
Claim 3. (1) If u1 	= v1; then u1 =∈ J (xi; xj) for any {xi; xj}⊆XM ∩ V (G). (2) If
u1 = v1; {xi; xj}⊆XM ∩ V (G) and {xi; xj} 	= {x0; x1}; then u1 =∈ J (xi; xj).
We prove this claim by contradiction.
(1) Suppose that u1 	= v1 but there is some {xi; xj}⊆XM∩V (G) such that u1 ∈ J (xi; xj).
Then u1 ∈N (xi) ∩ N (xj). Since C is maximal, we have u+1 ∈N (u1)\(N [xi] ∪ N [xj]); a
contradiction.
(2) Suppose that u1 = v1 but there is some {xi; xj}⊆XM∩V (G) with {xi; xj} 	= {x0; x1}
such that u1 ∈ J (xi; xj). Then by Lemma 1(2), there is a y∈NH (u1)\(N [xi]∪N [xj]) if
i; j 	=0; clearly, u+1 ∈NH (u1)\(N [x0] ∪ N [xj]) if i=0; j 	=1, both are contradictions.
Claim 4. If {xi; xj}⊆XM\{xm}; then u2 =∈ J (xi; xj).
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Suppose that there is some {xi; xj}⊆XM\{xm} such that u2 ∈ J (xi; xj). Then
u−2 ∈N (u2)\(N [xi] ∪ N [xj]), a contradiction.
Claim 5. XM\{xm} =∈ Im(G∗).
Suppose that XM\{xm}∈ Im(G∗). By Claim 6(3), m¿ k + 1. Then there is some
X ⊆XM\{xm}; such that x0 ∈X and X ∈ Ik+1(G∗); contradicting Claim 1.
Claim 6. (1) u1 = v1 ∈ J (x0; x1); (2) If xm ∈C(vm; u2); then there exists an xq ∈XM\
{x0; x1; xm} such that u2 ∈ J (xq; xm).
We prove this claim by contradiction.
(1) Suppose that u1 	= v1 or u1 =∈ J (x0; x1). By Claims 3 and 4, we have N ′(w) ∩
J (xi; xj)= {u1; u2} ∩ J (xi; xj)= ∅ for any {xi; xj}⊆XM\{xm}. By Lemmas 6 and 1(2),
XM\{xm}∈ Im((G′)∗) and XM\{xm}⊆V (G). Then by Lemma 7, XM\{xm}∈ Im(G∗);
which contradicts Claim 5.
(2) Suppose that u2 =∈ J (xi; xm) for any xi ∈XM\{x0; x1; xm}: By Claim 0(1), u2 =∈
J (x0; xm). Thus, by Claims 3 and 4, {u1; u2} ∩ J (xi; xj)= ∅ for {xi; xj}⊆XM\{x1}.
By Lemma 7, XM\{x1}∈ Im(G∗). By Claim 0(3), m¿ k + 1. Thus, there is some
X ⊆XM\{x1} such that x0 ∈X and X ∈ Ik+1(G∗); contradicting Claim 1.
By Claims 0, 2, 6 and the proof in [3] of Theorem 6, we have the following Claim.
Claim 7. m=3.
By Claims 7; 0(3) and the conditions of the theorem, we have 3=m¿ k + 1¿ 4;
a contradiction. The proof of Theorem 10 is complete.
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